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Solar pane ls with s tyle move into the living room

SOLAR PANELS WITH STYLE MOVE INTO THE LIVING ROOM
SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENT

Artist Olafur Eliasson is working with IKEA on producing energy-gathering
products for the home
Icelandic-Danish artist Olafur Eliasson is developing solar panel devices designed to ﬁt comfortably
in ones living room (and look good, too). His Germany-based social business project Little Sun will
work with Swedish furniture giant IKEA on producing energy-gathering products for the home.
Prototypes for the Sammanlänkad product line are made up of solar-powered batteries, shaped like
circular domes roughly the size of a human hand. They can be attached to windows, charging docks
and lights. The plan is for a 2021 release in all IKEA markets.
Little Sun was founded by Eliasson and engineer Frederik Ottesen with the goal of bringing
sustainable and aﬀ ordable energy to global communities, particularly those in remote locations. Its
ﬁrst project was to create a portable solar lamp for those without electricity in Ethiopia.
Now, by partnering with a major retailer, it may help push domestic solar devices into the
mainstream.
“We want to connect the world by sharing the power of the sun in order to promote a sustainable
lifestyle,” Eliasson said. “The collaboration with IKEA is a huge opportunity to raise awareness for
energy access and the urgent need for global solutions, while at the same time working with worldleading product designers.”
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Takeaway:
Domestic solar panels are making their way down from the rooftops and into people’s homes.
While demand for solar power varies by country, it’s certainly high enough in countries where
IKEA sells for this move to make sense. More than one third of UK households are expected to
be utilising some form of solar energy by 2020. A 2018 YouGov survey also found that 62
percent of Brits want to ﬁt solar into their energy plan and 60 percent were willing to buy an
energy storage device. Springwise continues to spot innovations that are expanding solar
capabilities, like transparent solar panels that can turn almost any object into an energy collector.

